I am a full-time professional wedding photographer,
using the latest photographic equipment and
techniques, to provide a professional service that
captures every aspect of your wedding day – the
atmosphere and the events of your whole day as it
happens.
Most of the day is photographed in a candid,
“reportage” style, so you are free to spend plenty
of time with your guests. This informal style of
photography really captures the atmosphere of the
wedding without intruding on the enjoyment of the
day.
I am always smart, polite, professional and approachable.
I leave the bride and groom as much time as possible
to mingle, while I circulate, both taking candid
photographs, and approaching families, couples and
small groups to get as wide a range of photographs
as possible of your entire wedding in a true and
atmospheric style.
Even the line-ups need not be too formal, and the
arranged shots are seldom heavily posed. I prefer to
photograph you looking comfortable and relaxed,
in beautiful surroundings that make for memorable
photographs.
Photographs are uploaded to our website after the
wedding (if you wish), so your guests can order
photographs online without any inconvenience to
you.
I use only the finest quality cameras and lenses, to
produce the highest quality images possible, nothing
is more satisfying to me than beautifully sharp images!
Albums and prints again are the finest quality available.
I won’t cut corners on choosing the best suppliers.

Please visit www.lavenhamphotographic.co.uk
email contact@lavenhamphotographic.co.uk or
telephone 01787 828 359 for more information.

Wedding Photography Packages
Half-Day Coverage
Coverage from one hour before ceremony, until meal-time - Reduce Packages by £150

All Day Coverage Packages:
Around an hour and a half before ceremony, until first dance in the evening.

All-Day Photography with USB
Around an hour and a half before ceremony, until first dance in the evening,
USB of all finished images included, to use without copyright restrictions.

All Day & USB Package £1000

All-Day Photography with Album & USB
Around an hour and a half before ceremony, until first dance in the evening,
USB of all finished images included to use without copyright restrictions
and a 30-page, A4 Picturebook album, designed with around 100 images

All Day, USB & Album Package £1500
Album Upgrades Available: Increase size £100, Real Leather £100 2xA5 Parents Books £300

Platinum Option
An all-inclusive service to ensure there are no costs after the wedding
A deluxe album, parents books, USB, framed enlargement and thank you cards, all prepaid
Includes All-day coverage from around an hour and a halft before ceremony
Picturebook Album Filling 40 sides, about 120 images, 25x35cm size, Leather cover
Pair of Parents Books (2 extra copies of your album in A5 size)
50 thank-you cards using your favourite image
Custom USB containing every image from the final set, in full size
and either a 20”x16” frame or 24”x20” canvas

Platinum All-Inclusive Option: £2000

www.lavenhamphotographic.co.uk

